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Abstract: The microstructure of slag film solidified on the inner wall of mold in continuous casting
of low carbon steel has been examined experimentally and analyzed theoretically. A puzzle for the
crystallization sequence has been solved by this work, which is useful to guide the modification of
slag microstructure in efficient casting of advanced steels. The experiments observed three crystalline
bands, each containing an initial block-shaped crystal sub-band and late-developed dendrite sub-
band. The grain size and morphology change monotonically across the crystalline layers to form a
gradient structure. The reason for this is that the solute segregation causes considerable surging of
viscosity and constitutional undercooling in the liquid phase. This is rarely seen in the casting of
alloys and have not been pointed out previously in the casting of oxide mixtures.

Keywords: slag; microstructure; dendrite; viscosity

1. Introduction

Slag film formed on the inner wall of a continuous casting mold plays several impor-
tant roles. It protects the mold, provides lubrication, and controls horizontal heat transfer
rate [1]. In the casting of advanced steels, the controllable microstructure formation in an
albeit very thin slag film can be implemented to control the surface quality and mechanical
properties of the casts [2,3]. In aiming at such functionality, it is crucial to understand the
formation mechanisms of the microstructure in a slag film.

It is well-known that most slag film contains a crystalline layer and another amorphous
layer [4–6]. However, the position and volume fraction of each layer is very different from
one case to another. The amorphous layer, in some cases, is located on the mold side but
in many other cases on the steel side. The thickness fraction of each layer is related to
the chemical constitution of the slag, temperature, and processing duration, which has
attracted significant research attention in the past several decades [7–12]. For the crystalline
layer, the literature has mainly reported on the phase equilibrium and chemical constitution
of the possible phases. There is a lack of comprehensive analysis of the microstructure and
their formation sequence in the crystalline layer. This leaves two major puzzles: (1) Is the
crystalline layer formed via crystallization of the amorphous layer or from the solidification
of liquid directly? (2) What are the major differences between the slag solidification and
alloy solidification? The aim of the present work was to address those two questions. The
experiments were performed on a slag film obtained from an industrial production line
in the casting of low carbon steel to enhance the practical applicability of the research.
Solidification theory, diffusion-limited crystal growth, and segregation-related rheological
property were implemented to understand the microstructure evolution. Improvement
of the fundamental understanding of the microstructure formation in slag film is the first
step to understand its microstructure evolution in more complicated situations, such as the
cases when electric field and magnetic field are present in the continuous casting [13,14].
The knowledge about the microstructural control and modification in slag solidification
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is directly related to the quality of steels made by the continuous casting. The fraction
and morphology of the crystalline phase, the amount of interface, and the thickness of
the amorphous layer have a direct impact on the horizontal heat transfer and lubrication
between the mold and steel skin [15,16]. This research contributed to the topic.

2. Materials and Methods

In the continuous casting of steel, the mold is made by copper with embedded channels
to allow cooling water to flow inside and bring away the extra heat. Some mold flux is
coated on the inner wall to form a slag film. The mold is driven to a constant vertical
vibration to prevent the steel from sticking to the mold. Some liquid mold flux penetrates
into the tiny gap between the steel and mold slag film to enhance lubrication and to
compensate for the abrasive loss of the slag film. The sample of the slag film was taken
by purposely lowering the level of liquid steel so that a piece of the slag film was peeled
off from the inner wall of the mold. The chemical composition of the sample is listed in
Table 1.

Table 1. Chemical compositions of the slag film in wt.%.

SiO2 CaO Na2O F Al2O3 MgO C

38.44 35.74 12.9 9.4 2.5 <1 balance

The appearance of an as-received sample is shown in Figure 1. The sample on the
mold side looks opaque while on the steel side appears translucent. Many superficial
surface cracks are visible on the mold-side surface. Some cracks were filled subsequently by
the penetrated liquid slag and then solidified again, labelled as ‘F’ in Figure 1a. Both sides
of the samples were grounded slightly to obtain a flat surface and then X-ray diffraction
(XRD) patterns were obtained in order to characterize the mineralogical phases. Diffraction
data were collected using a Siemens D5000 diffractometer (Bragg–Brentano geometry) to
produce diffractograms from CuKa wavelengths (1.54 Å). Data collection was in 2θ range
of 10–90◦ with a step size of 0.02◦ and a count time at each step of 1 s. DIFFRAC.EVA
software created by Bruker Corp was used for phase identification. The files used for
peak identification are (a) Cuspidine [17] and (b) Nepheline [18]. The accurate formula for
nepheline is Na0.98 AlO4Si. The microstructure and element distribution in cross-section
were studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with energy dispersive spectroscopy
(EDS) using Zeiss Supra 55VP FEG SEM manufactured by Carl Zeiss AG.
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3. Results

Figure 2 shows a SEM image in backscatter mode from the cross-section of a sample.
It consists of crystalline and amorphous layers with an obvious amorphous–crystalline
interface, as is labelled with arrows. There is no noticeable microstructural feature in the
amorphous region apart from the cracks. The image from the bottom to top indicates the
direction from the mold side to steel side. The amorphous layer is on the steel side.
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Figure 2. SEM image shows the amorphous layer and crystalline layer.

Figure 3 shows the X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern from the surfaces of both the mold
side and steel side of a sample, respectively. The mold side (black line) appears to be
almost completely crystalline while the steel side (red line) is a mixture of amorphous and
crystalline phases. Both cuspidine (Ca4Si2F2O7) and nepheline crystals were detected on
the mold side of the slag film. The steel side is mainly amorphous but with a small quantity
of cuspidine crystals, which appear to exist in a thin layer about several µm thickness.
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Figure 4a is a SEM image of crystalline layer (mold side) of the slag film. It shows
the laminate internal bands, which can be seen more clearly from Figure 4b. There are
at least three bands, denoted as U, M and L for upper band, middle band and lower
band in Figure 4a,b, respectively. A dendritic sub-band can be observed clearly in each
band. It is possible that band M contains two bands because two layers of dendrites are
noticed in Figure 4b. Each band has a sub-band containing block-shaped crystals and
another sub-band formed by fine dendrite crystals. The structure of band U is shown in
Figure 4c. The dendrites grow from the mold side towards the steel side of the sample. The
block-shaped crystals are thicker than that of dendrite arms but without clear indication of
surface symmetry. Furthermore, the dendrites show tip-split, secondary, and third arms
with preferred growth directions.
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Figure 4. (a) SEM image and (b) optical microscope image show the band structure inside the
crystalline layer, where U, M and L indicate the upper band, middle band and lower band; (c) SEM
image of upper band shows two sub-bands of block-shaped and dendrite-shaped crystals.

Figure 5 shows the higher magnification images taken from the sub-bands containing
block-shaped crystals at the three bands in the crystalline layer, where Figure 5a is from
the upper band, Figure 5b for the middle band and Figure 5c for the lower band. It can
be seen from Figure 5a–c that the microstructures tend to be finer, and the surfaces of the
block-shaped crystals become more and more fractal. Many flat interfaces and facets are
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observable in crystals in Figure 5a. However, almost no flat interfaces and facets can be
found in Figure 5c.
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Figure 5. SEM images taken from the sub-bands of block-shaped crystals at (a) upper band; (b) middle
band; and (c) lower band, showing the finer microstructures and more fractal interfaces from (a–c).

For further characterization of the chemical constituents in the slag film, EDS map
analysis was carried out on various parts in the slag sample. Figure 6 presents the EDS
maps for the distribution of Ca, Al, Na, O in (a) the upper band and crystalline–amorphous
interfacial region and (b) the block-shaped sub-band in the lower band region, where the
brighter color indicates the higher concentration of the elements. The EDS maps for several
other elements have also been examined but not presented here. For example, it is found
that the Si is distributed almost evenly across the sample and Fe is present only in a few
isolated small spherical particles. The latter indicates that some small Fe droplets are
entrapped in the slag film. Figure 6 shows that the primary crystals (labeled with ‘p’) are
rich in Ca and poor in Al, Na, and O. According to the XRD results reported in Figure 3,
the primary crystals are cuspidine phase (being rich in Ca) while the areas between the
primary crystals contain nepheline phase (being rich in Al and Na).
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4. Theoretical Consideration and Discussion
4.1. Microstructure Formation Sequences

There is no direct evidence to prove whether the crystalline phase in slag film is
formed either in the solidification or via the crystallization of an amorphous phase. The
latter means that the liquid is firstly quenched to an amorphous solid and then undergoes a
crystallization. However, the morphology of crystalline phases provides some clues toward
the analysis of the microstructure formation sequence [19]. Following is our theoretical
analysis for this.

Suppose that the liquid slag was firstly solidified and formed an amorphous solid on
the inner wall of the mold, crystalline in this case could only form via crystallization of the
amorphous phase. Crystallization of the amorphous solid is controlled by solute diffusion.
The diffusivity is described by Arrhenius equation and expressed as [20]

D = D0 exp
(
− EA

RT

)
(1)

where D is the diffusivity. D0 is the pre-exponential coefficient determined by microscale
parameters such as atoms’ vibration frequency and the space distance between atoms. EA
is the activation energy, R is the gas constant and T is the local temperature. Equation (1)
indicates a higher diffusivity in the higher temperature area. Therefore, the crystallization
should have started from the higher temperature area and the dendrite tips should point
to the lower temperature area, which contrasts with the observations reported in Figure 4.
Therefore, it is suggested that the crystalline is formed directly in solidification.

Figure 4 shows several bands in the crystalline layer and each band containing sub-
bands with block and dendrite morphological crystals. The bands are formed layer-by-layer
in an additive manner. The first layer attaching on the mold wall is coated by cold sprayed
mold powder before casting. The microstructure in this layer is quite complicated and with
lots of porosity. The subsequent layers were formed from the solidification of liquid slag
that penetrated through the gap between the solidified slag film and steel. Because the
temperature from the water-cooled mold to liquid steel is increasing, the diffusivity is bigger
in the higher temperature area. The microstructure is coarser in the higher temperature
band. This agrees with the experimental observations in Figure 5.

Figure 2 shows both the crystalline layer and amorphous layer in the slag film. The
amorphous layer is formed when the sample is taken out of the casting mold. The remaining
lubricating liquid slag on the surface of solid slag film is suddenly moved from 1600 K in
mold to ambient conditions and quenches into an amorphous state.
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According to Figure 4c, all the dendrites in the sub-bands grow in the direction from
low temperature mold side to the high temperature steel side. This means that the crystals
nucleate initially in a low temperature region and grow toward the high temperature
region. The thermodynamic driving force for homogeneous crystal nucleation in liquid is
approximated as [21]

Gv =
Lv(Tm − T)

Tm
(2)

where Gv is the thermodynamic driving force for nucleation, Lv is latent heat, Tm is melting
temperature, and T the local temperature. The crystal nucleation rate in the low temperature
region is larger than that in the high temperature area. Thus, the dendrites are pointing
towards the hotter regions as shown in Figure 4c. In fact, this dendritic growth pattern is
similar to those observed in the ingot casting of alloys.

4.2. Formation of Sub-Bands

The crystalline layer contains at least three bands and each band contains two sub-
bands with peculiar morphologies. Figure 4c shows the two distinctive sub-bands in
the upper band. The primary crystals are cuspidine phase according to the analysis of
elemental distribution profiles shown in Figure 6. The block-shaped crystals are nucleated
firstly followed by the dendritic crystals [22]. Generally, the crystal morphology is mostly
determined by the crystal growth process after nucleation. The crystal growth can be
controlled by elemental diffusion in melt and phase transition rate at the interface. In the
case where crystal growth is controlled by the phase transition rate at the interface rather
than the diffusion, as is described by the Scheil–Gulliver equation, the crystal morphology
is likely to be block-shaped. Therefore, the formation of block-shaped crystals is indicative
of a solute rich liquid with high elemental diffusion [23].

Cuspidine absorbs Ca and F and expels Al and Na in the liquid slag. The remaining
liquid becomes poor in Ca and F and richer in Na and Al as the cuspidine continues to
grow in block-shaped morphology. The reduction of either F or CaF2 results in a drastic
increase in the viscosity of the remaining liquid [24]. Moreover, the increase of Al2O3 also
causes the significant surge in viscosity [25]. The solute diffusivity in the liquid phase is
inversely proportional to the viscosity according to the Stokes–Einstein equation as

DT1

DT2

=
T1

T2
·

µT2

µT1

(3)

where µTi is dynamic viscosity at temperature Ti. The drastic increase of viscosity due to
solute segregation causes a significant reduction of diffusivity. The low solute composition
of Ca and F and low diffusivity triggers the diffusion-limited growth [26], which facilitates
the dendrites’ formation. The segregation-induced viscosity surge and diffusivity plunge is
the major difference between the solidifications in slags and metals.

Interestingly, the pore size becomes larger along each band from the bottom of the
block-shaped sub-band to the dendrite sub-band. These pores are formed due to volume
shrinkage associated with crystallization and insufficient refilling of liquid. Viscosity has
been increased drastically by the solute segregation during crystal growth, as has been
discussed earlier in the present work, which leads to the formation of large pores. In
the upper band, however, the effect of high temperature compensates for some of the
segregation-induced viscosity. The high fluidity of the liquid phase in the upper band
due to high temperature is able to refill the shrinkage caused by crystallization and hence
almost no pores were seen. It is also possible that some gas bubbles were entrapped in the
fast-cooled layer unable to escape due to fast cooling.

After a substantial amount of Al2O3 is expelled due to the growth of cuspidine into
molten oxides, not only the viscosity but also the melting temperature is increased [27]. Such
thick and constitutionally undercooled melt can freeze to form glass. This explains why
some regions between cuspidine crystals contain not only nepheline but also residual glass.
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4.3. Grain size and Surface Instability

Figure 5 shows finer grains and more curved crystal interface for the block-shaped
crystals from the upper band to the lower band via the middle band. This is because of
temperature on crystal growth. The lower band adjacent to the mold wall experiences
lower temperatures due to heat extraction from the mold wall. This allows the liquid slag
to achieve higher undercooling when deposited on the colder surface. The nucleation rate
for homogeneous system is [23]

n = n0 exp
(
− Gv

RT

)
(4)

where Gv is the thermodynamic driving force defined in Equation (2) The lower local
temperature corresponds to a higher nucleation rate. The higher undercooling in liquid
also affects the temperature gradient of the liquid adjacent to the crystal–liquid interface, the
steeper temperature gradient ahead of the crystal–liquid interface causes severe interface
instabilities. This has been described by the Mullins–Sekerka instability equation [28]. More
curved interfaces can form in such cases. On the other hand, the lower diffusivity in the
lower temperature area slows down the interface minimization [29]. Both these effects
result in formation of finer and somewhat globular cuspidine crystals observed in the lower
band, shown in Figure 5c.

5. Conclusions

The solidification of slag film on the inner wall of the mold in the continuous casting
of steel has been investigated experimentally and analyzed theoretically. The following
insights were achieved.

• The microstructure contains a crystalline layer and an amorphous layer. The crystalline
layer contains three bands, with each band containing two sub-bands of blocky and
dendritic morphologies, respectively;

• The crystalline bands are formed directly from solidification instead of from the crys-
tallization of the amorphous state. This clarifies a major puzzle in slag solidification.
The result was achieved according to the analysis of crystal morphology and growth
direction;

• The solute segregation in liquid slag during cuspidine crystal growth causes a con-
siderable surge of viscosity. This is one of the major reasons for porosity formation
and glass formation. The segregation of Al can cause an increase in both the melting
temperature and viscosity of liquid slag. This increases constitutional undercooling.
The retained liquid can hence be frozen into an amorphous state;

• The segregation-induced increase of viscosity reduces diffusivity, which contributes to
the block-to-dendrite transformation.
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